Kevin Johannes
cut out
openings all the
way around an
old 16-ft. cattle
trailer.

Trailer can hold
up to two 3 by
8-ft. big square
bales at a time.

Big Bale Feeder Made From Livestock Trailer
Old livestock trailers can be turned into
low-cost, giant portable feed bunks that can
easily be pulled behind a tractor, says Kevin
Johannes. He converted a 16-ft. cattle trailer
into a portable feeder that can hold up to two
3 by 8-ft. big square bales at a time.
“It’s easy to move, cost almost nothing
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to build, and keeps the hay covered so it
never gets wet. Also, I can move it around
which helps keep the ground from getting
too muddy in one place,” says Johannes.
The trailer has openings all the way around,
including on the rear gate, and can feed about
20 head at a time. Johannes uses a front-end
loader to load bales from the back.
“It holds enough hay for a week so I don’t

have to worry about my cattle running out of
feed,” he says.
The trailer’s wooden floor had rotted out so
he replaced it with a new plywood floor. He
also cut out openings in the sides, front and
back, tack welding angle irons horizontally
onto the side openings to reinforce them.
Johannes hooks the trailer up to his
tractor’s 3-pt. hitch. “I cut off most of the

trailer tongue, including the ball hitch, to
keep cattle from tripping over it. To move the
trailer I just hook up a chain from the 3-pt. to
a horizontal bar on the tongue,” he says.
Contact: FARM SHOW Followup, Kevin
Johannes (ph 570 470-4520; pumkinhead22@
gmail.com).

Hydraulic Valve Makes Auger Easy To Shut Off
Colorado farmer Roy Pfaltzgraff and his
dad used to have to climb into their tractor
cab to shut off the auger they use to unload
semi trucks. Now they just press a button
on a hydraulic directional valve, which they
mounted on top of the auger and plumbed
into the tractor’s remote outlets.
Pfaltzgraff bought the valve, originally
designed for use on a log splitter, on Amazon
for $50. He mounted the valve on a piece of
metal, then drilled holes into a flange already
on the 10-in. dia. auger and bolted the piece
on.
“The valve makes the auger a lot safer to
use if anything goes wrong because it lets me
shut the auger down right away,” says Roy.
The 2 men use the same auger in their
specialty seed business. They transfer seed
out of a semi truck into a modified 3-in. dia.
auger they use to fill tote bags. “After the
tote bag is full, we shut off the auger at the
semi, and then walk over and shut off the
other auger,” says Roy. “It takes only about
15 min. to fill a 2,000-lb. tote bag.”
Their total cost was less than $150,
including hoses and fittings.
The 3-in. dia. auger was originally a grain

Hydraulic
directional valve
mounts on top
of an auger
Pfaltzgraff uses
to unload semi
trucks. “I just
press a button to
shut off the auger.
It saves a lot of
walking,” he says.

drill fill auger designed to mount on back
of a truck. The Pfaltzgraffs made the auger
portable by adding a metal undercarriage
with an axle and wheels. They also replaced
the auger’s original 12-volt motor with an
electric motor purchased at Harbor Freight,
where they bought the wheels, too.
“We used 1-in. pipe to make a 6-ft. wide
axle,” says Roy. “The undercarriage is

actually a 2,000-lb. low-profile transmission
jack that we also purchased at Harbor Freight.
The jack’s screw makes it easy to raise or
lower the auger.”
Contact: FARM SHOW Followup: Roy
Pfaltzgraff, 12189 Co. Rd. 7, Haxtun, Colo.
80731 (ph 970 466-1887; roy@pfzfarms.
com).

People Love His Farmall “Cook-All” Tractor
Harry Stracener of Buda, Texas, likes Farmall
tractors as much as he likes barbeque cooking.
One day he got the idea of combining both
interests by making a Farmall “Cook-All”
barbeque.
A 20-in. dia., 6-ft. long thick-walled steel
pipe mounts in place of the engine and serves
as the grille, which has 2 compartments
with hinged doors that swing down from the
bottom to form a table. Welded-on box-end
wrenches serve as door handles.
“It gets a lot of attention at shows and
community events. Some people who see
it for the first time and don’t know what it
is ask me why this tractor is so long,” says
Stracener. “I tell them it’s a barbeque grill
and then I add that if you can catch it or run
over it, I can cook it.”
He started with a Farmall C and removed
the engine, then mounted the pipe barbeque
grill in its place and replaced the front end
with one off a Farmall H. “The pipe was too
big to fit inside the C’s front cowling but it fit
the H’s cowling just fine,” explains Stracener.
“I got the pipe from a sign company, which
used it to support large commercial roadside

Harry Stracener’s 6-ft. long, 20-in. dia. barbeque grill mounts in place of the engine
on his Farmall C tractor.
signs.”
Stracener.
The pipe is welded to angle iron brackets
Contact: FARM SHOW Followup, Harry
bolted to the C’s transmission and to the H’s Stracener, 514 Tanglewood Trail, Buda,
cowling. “The pipe actually holds the front Texas 78610 (ph 512 497-1151).
and back parts of the tractor together,” says
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